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HX-BMO duality on Riemann surfaces

HlROSHIGE SHIGA

1. Introduction

It is a famous resuit by Fefferman-Stein that the space of BMO functions
(functions of bounded mean oscillation) in RM is equal to Hl(Rn)*, the dual space
of the Hardy space H!(RW) ([5]). Recently, it is also shown on simply connected
Riemannian manifolds with négative curvatures ([1]). In particular, when n 1,

their theorem implies that the duality between certain spaces of holomorphic
functions holds on a simple Riemann surface, the unit disk (or the upper half
plane). In the previous paper [13], we hâve established the duality theorem between
H1 and BMOA (the space of analytic BMO functions) on compact bordered
Riemann surfaces (another proof is given in [7]). However, as we noted there, the

duality does not hold on ail Riemann surfaces. Furthermore, if we consider a

Riemann surface given by Heins in [8], we verify that the duality does not
necessarily hold for any Riemann surface even if the Riemann surface has the small
idéal boundary. Thus, it would be a natural and interesting problem to find a class

of Riemann surfaces where the duality theorem holds (Metzger also poses the

similar problem in [10]).
Hence, to consider the duality, we shall introduce the space of harmonie

functions on Riemann surfaces whose lifts on the universal covering surface are real

parts of ordinary H1 functions in the universal covering surface. This space can be

said a harmonie version of ordinary H1 space on Riemann surfaces and it is natural
to consider such a space. Actually, in Fefferman-Stein&apos;s paper, the space H1 on Rw

is the space of integrable functions on Rn whose Riesz transforms are also

integrable. They are regarded as boundary functions of harmonie functions on the

upper half space Hn + l and when n 1, Riesz transforms correspond to conjugate
harmonie functions in the upper half plane which is the universal covering surface

of itself.
In this paper, we shall show that the duality theorem for harmonie functions hold

on bordered Riemann surfaces with &quot;small&apos; idéal boundaries. Namely, the follow-
ing theorem will be shown (as for the terminologies, see Sec. 2).
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THEOREM 1. Let R be an open Riemann surface ofSOHB end. Then, the duality
between hl(R) and BMOH(R\ {h\R))* BMOH(R) holds. More precisely, for
every l e hl(R)* there exists a BMOHfunction g{ on R such that it induces L Namely,
l is the extension of a bounded linear functional on HB(R), which is a dense subspace

ofh\R\ definedby

I
for every h e HB(R). Furthermore, there exists a constant K &gt; 1 such that it satisfies

an inequality:

*. (i.i)

where \gt ||+ is the BMO norm of gt and ||/|| is the operator norm of l e h\R)*.

The proof of the theorem is rather long and complicated because of some
technical détails while the idea is simple. So, we sketch the outline of the proof for
convenience of the reader.

Let R be a Riemann surface of SOHB end. We may assume that the relative

boundary dR consists of a finite number of analytic Jordan curves C, (j 1,...,«).
First, we observe harmonie functions in hl(R). Every function h e hl(R) has the

non-tangential limits on each Cy Furthermore, the non-tangential boundary function

is an integrable function with respect to the harmonie measure and conversely
a harmonie function h in hl(R) is determined by the boundary function. Thus, the

space hl(R) is regarded as a subspace of Ll(dR) £ 11&quot;=} Ll{Cj). On the other hand,
there exist neighbourhoods t/7 of C, {j 1,. n) and conformai mappings fj on
UjKJÔUj such ihdii fj{Uj) {r, &lt; \z\ &lt; 1} and^C,) {|z| 1}. Under this identification,

we shall confirm that hl(R) is isomorphic to IYJ= l h1 (A), where A is the unit
disk (Proposition 3.1). Sec. 3 will be devoted to the proof of the resuit. To show it,
a theorem of Burkholder-Gundy-Silverstein and a considération of hyperbolic
geometry in the unit disk are used. As a byproduct of the argument, we shall show

that the space of bounded harmonie functions is dense in A1 on an SOHB end

(Corollary 3.1).
Once the above identification is established, a linear functional lehl(R)*

is regarded as an élément in n;,, A1^)*. Since (h\dR))* TL%X h\A)*
IljL, BMO(A) (Fefferman-Stein&apos;s duality theorem), a BMO function on dR
is obtained from lehl(R)*. Finally, after slightly long calculation we shall

show that the function is really a boundary function of a function in BMOH(R)
(Lemma 4.2).
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From the view point of automorphic function theory, Theorem 1 implies that if
the limit set of a Fuchsian group is of linear measure zéro and if the c*boundary
curves&quot; are compact, then the duality between spaces of certain automorphic
functions for the Fuchsian group are valid. In the last section, a characterization of
the dual spaces of hl on more gênerai Riemann surfaces is established in terms of
conditional expectations for Fuchsian groups. As an application of the characterization

and the duality theorem, we see that on an SOHB end, the conditional
expectation for the Fuchsian group which détermines the Riemann surface
préserves the BMO property (Corollary 5.1).

2. Basic facts and terminologies

First, we shall define BMO -functions and Hardy spaces of harmonie functions
on a Riemann surface. As for the détail of BMO, see [11] or [6].

A measurable function h on the unit circle ôA is called BMO function if there
exists a constant M &gt; 0 such that for every interval / c £À,

where |/| jjdd and hf \l\~l J, h dd. A harmonie (resp. analytic) function/on the

unit disk A is called a BMOH (resp. BMOA) function if it is represented by the
Poisson intégral of a 2?M0-function on dA. We dénote by BMOH(A) (resp.
BMOA(A)) the set of BMOH (resp. BMOA) functions in A. Both BMOH(A) and

BMOA(A) are Banach spaces with BMO norm

Similarly, we can define BMOH and BMOA on a Riemann surface R. Let R be

a Riemann surface of hyperbolic type. Then, R is represented by A /F, where F is

a torsion free Fuchsian group on A. We dénote by n the canonical projection of A

onto R. A harmonie (resp. analytic) function / on R is called a BMOH (resp.
BMOA)-function on R if the lift via n is a BMOH (resp. BMOA)-function on A.

We dénote by BMOH(R) (resp. BMOA(R)) the set of ail BMOH (resp. BMOA)-
functions on R. The space BMOH(R) (resp. BMOA(R)) is regarded as the set of
BMOH (resp. BMOA) functions on A which are automorphic for F. Thus, they are
also Banach spaces with norm \\f\\^R ||/° n\\+ for/e BMOH(R) or BMOA(R).

Next, we shall define another space of harmonie functions on R. As is well
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known, Hardy space HP(R) (1 &lt;&gt;p &lt; oo) is the set of ail analytic functions/on R
such that \f\p has a harmonie majorant on the Riemann surface R The space HP(R)
îs a complex Banach space with norm

where L H M R stands for the least harmonie majorant on R and z0 is a fixed point
in R Let HB(R) dénote the set of ail (real valued) bounded harmonie functions on

r It is a real Banach space with usual supremum norm Hère, we define a harmonie

version of HP(R)

DEFINITION 2 1 Let R be an open Riemann surface of hyperbohe type, and

let n A -» R be the holomorphic universai covenng mappmg with 7t(0) z0 A real

valued harmonie function h on R is called an /zp-function if the lift h o n of h is the

real part of an Hp function on A We dénote by hp(R) the set of /^-functions on R

The space hp(R) is a real Banach space with norm

\\u\\ip)R \\uon + i*(uon)\\p9

where || \\p dénote the /P-norm on A and *(w o n) is a conjugate harmonie function
of u o n with *(u ° 7r)(0) 0 From Riesz&apos; theorem ([8]), for a finite number p &gt; 1,

hp(R) is equal to the set of real valued harmonie functions h satisfying that \h ° n\p

has a harmonie majorant on A Furthermore, it is also equal to the space of
harmonie functions which are represented by the Poisson intégral of F-
automorphic Lp functions on dA Therefore, it is immediately obvious that
(hp(A))* hq{A) if \&lt;p&lt;co9 where q \/(p - 1) It is also known that

HB{R) c BMOH(R) a\Jl&lt;p&lt;o0 hp{R)

PROPOSITION 2 1 (Fefferman-Stein [5]) The dual space of h\A) is

BMOH(A) More precisely, for every le h1 (A)*, there exists a unique BMOH
function f such that l is the extension of the hnear functional

1 Ç2nh^^ï hfde

defined on the space of bounded harmonie functions on A Moreover, the assignment

from h1 (A)* to BMOH(A) is isomorphe Namely, there exists a constant K&gt;0 not

depending on l such that an inequahty

holds, where \\l\\ is the operator norm of l
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Next, we note a relation between the norm of fonctions in h1 (A) and the L1

norm of the maximal functions.

DEFINITION 2.2. For each point el6 e dA, the Stolz région at e* is defined by

A(e&apos;e) {z e A : \z - el6\ &lt; 2(1 - |z|)}. (2.1)

We define the maximal function of a harmonie function u on A by

u*(el0) sup \u(z)\.
seA(e&apos;0)

By using the maximal function, we can characterize harmonie functions in h l(A).

PROPOSITION 2.2 (Burkholder, Gundy, and Silverstein: [6] Chap. III-3). A
harmonie function u on A belongs to hl(A) if and only if the maximal function u*
belongs to Ll(dA). Furthermore, there exists a constant C &gt; 0 such that

holds for ail u e hl(A).

There are some équivalent définitions of BMO (cf. [11]). Hère, we mention the

following one which will be used later.

PROPOSITION 2.3 ([2], [9]). Let R be a Riemann surface ofhyperbolic type. A
harmonie function h in R is in BMOH(R) if and only if

sup L.H.M.R\h — h(p)\(p) &lt; oo.
pe R

Furthermore,

GR(h) sup L.H.M.R\h - h(p) \(p) + L.HM.R\h\(z0)
pe R

defines an équivalent norm with the BMO norm \\h\\^R.

Let S be an open Riemann surface in OG, that is, has no Green&apos;s function. A
subregion R of S is called to be an SOHB end if it is non-compact and the relative

boundary dR consists of finite number of analytic Jordan curves. Thus, it is easily

seen that the class of SOHB ends is an extension of that of compact bordered
Riemann surfaces. Roughly speaking, an SOHB-enâ is a Riemann surface with very
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small idéal boundary. Because of this reason, it has many nice properties. Hère, we

note the following one (cf. [14]).

PROPOSITION 2.4. Let R be an SOHB-end with the compact relative boundary
dR. For every quasi-bounded harmonie function m, Le., a harmonie function obtained

by différence ofmonotone limits of boundary harmonie fonctions, the following is valid:
(1) u is bounded near the idéal boundary.
(2) The Dirichlet intégral of u is finite near the idéal boundary.
(3) (The maximum principle) For every subregion G of R whose closure does not

intersect with the relative boundary dR,

sup \u(z)\ &lt; sup \u(z)\
s e G

&apos;

zedG

holds for every quasi-bounded harmonie function u on R.

(4) m has a non-tangential limit almost every where in dR and every quasi-
bounded harmonie function is uniquely determined by the limit function on dR.

(5) For every p e R

L.H.M.R\u\(p)
F

\u\
JdR

where dco* is the harmonie measure on R with respect to p.

3. Auxiliary results

In this section, we consider only an SOHB end R( A /F) with smooth relative

boundary dR. Let C\,..., Cn be the set of analytic Jordan curves of the relative

boundary dR. We take the closed geodesics C, which are homotopic to C,

(j \,. ,n) and annular régions Uu Un in R bounded by C, and Cj

(j 1,...,«). Each UjUdUj is conformally équivalent to an annulus A3 —

{z : 0 &lt; r} &lt; \z\ &lt; 1} via a conformai mapping^ from £/, onto A} and C, corresponds
to the unit circle dA under^J. Let Ax,..., An be n copies of the unit disk A so that
each Aj is regarded as a subregion of A} and dA, corresponds to C7 v&apos;mfj.

Now, take a harmonie function h e hl(R). Since h is a quasi-bounded harmonie
function on R, h has a non-tangential limits almost everywhere on Cy s dA}

(j 1,...,«). Furthermore, the boundary functions is an integrable function on
dR with respect to the harmonie measure on R. Dénote by hA the solution of the

Dirichlet problem with respect to the boundary function of h in A} (j 1,..., n).
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More precisely, it is the solution of Dirichlet problem for h o f~l on Ar Then, AA

belongs to h\Aj). Indeed, it is easy to see that the modulus of the conjugate
harmonie function of hA has a harmonie majorant in Ar Therefore, the conjugate
harmonie function has the non-tangential boundary function on the unit circle
which is an integrable function with respect to the Lebesgue measure. This implies
that hAj belongs to h\Aj).

The purpose of this section is to prove that hl(R) is isomorphic to IÏJL x hl(Aj).
To show it, we shall estimate the L1 norm of the maximal functions. Since

hj e hl(Aj) for h eh\R), the maximal function h% of hA is in Lx as a function
(J&quot;= dAj s U&quot;= i Cj. Hère, we define a &apos;local&apos; maximal function h% of hA is in L1

as a function on U&quot;=1 dA; £ (J&quot;=1Cr Hère, we define a &apos;local&apos; maximal function
hfoc on dR as follows:

Let n be the universal covering mapping from A onto R. Then n is extended

continuously to subarcs of A which corresponds to dR. Thus, we can take closed

arcs /j,. In in ôA such that n is an injection on the interior of \J&quot;=, 7, and a

surjection from 7, onto C, (j 1,...,«). For each p edR we define the local
maximal function of h by

where e10 is a point in / (J&quot;= /, with 7i(e/0) =/?. Note that /*&amp;&lt;. dépends on the

choice of /,,...,/„. By using the identification fo C, and 5J7, /z^ is regarded as a

measurable function on n&quot;^ dA3.

We use the space {hfoc : /ï e h\R)} as an intermediate space between h\R) and

n;=, h\Aj). First, we compare {hfoc : /z € /î1^)} with h\Aj).

LEMMA 3.1. Let h be a harmonie function in h\R). Then there is a constant
K&gt; \ not depending on h such that

where both \\h% ||, and ||A|^c||i and L1 norms with respect to the Lebesgue measures

of h^ and hfoc on dAj and ITJL { dAp respectively.

Proof We take a neighborhood V} of 7, so small that dn(Vjn A) is a compact
subset of Uj. Since n is extended conformally beyond //,(^o7c)/#0in(F/O/d)u/y.
Hence, there exists an angle a &gt; 0 which is greater than that of the Stolz région
(2.1) such that for ail p e C} a Stolz région Â(p) c A} at fj(p) e dA with angle a
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contains fi(n(A(el0)n Fy)), where A(et0) is the Stolz région defined by (2.1) at Sec.

2 for e10 g 7, with n(e10) =p. Obviously, for e10 e lr

sup IAotcI^ sup l/î o 7r| H- sup \hon\

sup I/ï o ttI -h sup \h\. (3.1)
A{e&apos;O)- Vj n(A(e&apos;O)nVj)

Set Uj(z) h of~l(z) — hA (z) for z efj(n(VjnA)). The function u} is harmonie on
an annulus W3 {z : 0 &lt; p} &lt; \z\ &lt; 1} which containsyj(7r(Fy n A)). Since h of~l and
hA hâve the same boundary value on dàp w, vanishes identically on dAj. R is an
SOHB end, so we hâve

L.H.M.R\h\(f-\wj)) f \g\ da&gt;? i{ )9 for a fixed Wj e Wr
JÔR

Noting that the ratio of harmonie measures da&gt;f-\{w) to da&gt;iJ is bounded on
Cj £ dAj and vice versa,

f \h\dœ«rHwj)&lt;K f |Aj7|d»^
Je, Jajy

(3.2)

for some constant K not depending on h.

Since ^(F, nzl) is a compact subset of iÊ, Harnack&apos;s inequality implies that there

exists a constant K&apos; such that for ail z e^ {dn{F, n^j)),

|W/z)| ^ \h of-\z)\ + |A^(z)| ^ L.H.M.R\h\(f-l(z)) + L./Z.M.^I^Kz)

^^ i f i*^i^ (3-3)

and |m, (z) | &lt; K&apos; &quot;L%
x \dAj \hAj | dœ % infi F, because w, 0 on ôAj. Therefore, we hâve

sup |*|£sup|*J+ sup \uj\*hi*(p) + K&apos; £ f lAjIdto^, (3.4)

where •)** means the maximal function determined by A.

Next, we shall estimate sup/4(eie)_ v \h o n\. For each ^I0 e /, the set 7t(;4(e^) — Vj)
is a subset of R — (J&quot;=

1 ^ and R — Uj*= 1 K ^s a&apos;so an ^^//s end. From the

maximum principle for SOHB ends, we hâve

sup I/ï o 7r| sup \h\ ^ sup |/i| ^ sup
A(e&apos;&lt;&gt;) - Vj n(A{e&apos;O)- Vj) 5tc(U; V^A) dn(\JJ V
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Harnack&apos;s inequality and (3.2) show that

(3.5)

From (3.1), (3.4) and (3.5), we hâve for peCj

hîodp) * h*?(p) +

Integrating both sides, we hâve

\hAj\*ù%. (3.6)

sup l/io^l &lt;*&apos; £ [ \hÂj\da&gt;%.
(e&gt;0)-Vj J-lJdAj

J J

From the définition of hl norm, the Ll norm of an hl function is iess than the hl
norm. Thus, from Propositon 2.3,

j=* i

It is known that the Ll norm of the maximal function defined by a &apos;wider&apos; Stolz

région A(p) is équivalent to the Ll norm of the maximal function defined by the Stolz

région (2.1) ([6]). Thus,

ll|£ Ij7= 1

The similar argument shows that the Ll norm of the maximal function of hA is

bounded by that of hfoc from above, and it shows another inequality.

For h eh1 (R) the lift h ° n is a F -automorphic function on A. However, the maximal
function (h ° n)* may not be F-automorphic because the Stolz région (2.1) is not
invariant under non-trivial transformations in F. But the following inequalities are valid.

LEMMA 3.2. Let Ix ,...,/„ be the same ones as before. Then for each point
el° e I (JjL j lj and for each y e F, inequalities

(h o n)*{elQ) - (h o n)*(y(eie)) ^k[ \h\ dcof0, (3.7a)
JdR

and

(h o n)ï(y{e«)) - {h o n)*(eie) zk[ \h\ dœ?0 (3.7b)
J
[

0
dR
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are valid for some constant K which does not dépend on h, where (•)* is the

maximal function defined by (2.1) and (•)* and (•)£ are the maximal functions
defined by Stolz regtions whose angles are certain ones, a and /?, respectively (see the

proof below).

Proof. Let r[el&amp;] dénote the radius from the origin to el° and let Ve(E) de-

note the e-hyperbolic neighborhood of EcA. Since r[y(el9)] is a hyperbolic
géodésie in A for every yef, so is y~l(r[y(et9)]) which connects y~1(0) with e10.

The point et6 in / is not in the limit of F. Therefore, the Euclidean distance
between et6 and \Jyery(0) is positive. Moreover, we see that there exists a

constant K &gt; 0 which does not dépend on el° e I such that |y ~!(0) — el0\ &gt; K for
ail yeT.

From the définition of the Stolz région, we verify that there exists constants

e, £7 &gt; 0 such that Ve(r[eld]) &lt;= Aie10) &lt;= Ve\r[ea]) for every eld e dA, where A(el$) is

the Stolz région for el° defined by (2.1) at Sec. 2. Since y eF is an isometry with
respect to the hyperbolic metric, we verify that y(A(el9)) 3 Ve(r(y(el9))). Consider-

ing that y~!(0), the initial point of y~l(r[y(el6)])9 is far from el9, we see that there

exists a neighborhood U(el°) of el9 such that

r[e19] n U(e&quot;) c:y-\VMy(eie)]) n U(e&quot;)

czy-\A{y{e«))nU(e19)

for ail y e F. Thus, there exists a neighborhood U of I such that for ail e&apos;6 e I and

for ail ye/\ ^Inî/cy-^yrtnt/. We may take U satisfying that

Uxer y(U)n^ does not contain the origin and any hyperbolic géodésie never goes

out from U if once it enters there. It is always possible because ti(0) zo $ (JJL t JJr

And as in the proof of Lemma 3.1, we take an angle a which is gréater than the

angle of A(e10) so that A(el6)nU czy-l(Ax(y(el9)))nU for ail y g F and for ail
e%e s /, where Aa dénotes Stolz région whose angle is a. Similarly, we take an angle

P such that y~l(Ap(y(etd)))nU c A(ea)n U for ail y e F and for ail e*e L Since

\h ° n\ is T-automorphic, sup^^*)) \h o n\ sapy-i^y^a^lh o 7r|. Thus, we hâve

(h o n)*(el9) sup \h o n\ ^ sup |A ° tc| 4- sup \h o n\.

Then, from the relation y\AJy(ea)))nU =&gt;A(el9)nU,

sup \hon\£ sup |Ao7r|^(Ao7c)*(e10). (3.8)
A(*)Ux l(A(M*)))U
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On the other hand, n(A{e10) - A(e10) nU)czR- n(U). Hence, from the maximum

principle for SOHB ends,

sup \h o n\ ^ sup |A|.
A(el0) - A(el0)n U dn(Unà)

Since dn(U nA) is a compact set in R, from Harnack&apos;s inequality,

sup \h\&lt;&gt; sup L.H.M.R\h\&lt;LK \ \h\dco* (3.9)
ân(UnA) ôn(Un&gt;A) J^

for some constant K. From (3.8) and (3.9), we hâve

(h o une10) £ (ho n)ï(y(e&lt;0)) + xf \h\ dœ?Q. (3.10)
JdR

Conversely,

sup l/i o 7c| &lt; sup \h o n\ + sup |/i o 7r|.
&apos;/- HAp(y(e&apos;°)))

*

y-HAp(Y(e&apos;O)))r&gt;U y ~ HAfi(y(e&apos;O))) - y »(^((&apos;°)))n Ul

Considering y~](Ap(y(e10))) nU c A(e10) n U for ail &lt;f) e T, we easily verify that the

similar argument as above gives the proof of another inequality

(*o^V))^(Aoîr)V)+« f \h\dco?0. (3.11)
JdR

Thus, we hâve shown the desired inequalities (3.7a) and (3.7b).

By using the above lemmas, we show that the hl norm of h in R is équivalent
to the hl norm of (hà 1,..., hAt) in (J^=, AJ9 which is the main resuit of this section.

PROPOSITION 3.1. There exists a constant C &gt; 1 such that

Proof. Because of Proposition 2.2, it suffices to show that similar inequalities
are valid for maximal functions which correspond to h and hA

By taking a conjugation of F in PSL(2, C), we may assume that n(0)
z0 $ (J&quot;= i Uj&gt; where each Uj is the régions defined at the beginning of this section.
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Since R is an SOHB end, the linear measure of the limit set of F on ôA is zéro.
Indeed, let %A be the characteristic function of the limit set A(F) of F. The
solution of the Dirichlet problem H*A for Xa ls a F automorphic function because

the limit set A(F) is invariant under F. Hence it is regarded as a lift of a bounded
harmonie function on R which vanishes on the relative boundary dR. Since R is

an SOHB end, it must be zéro and so is HÂXA. Therefore, the linear measure of the

limit set is zéro.
Thus, we may consider the maximal function (h ° n)* only on Q(F)ndA9

where Q(F) is the région of discontinuity of F.
We define a function h for h on dA by the following way.
For a point elB e /, we set h{eld) hfoc(p), where p is a point in dR with

nie10) =p. For a point el° e y(I) (y € F - {«/.}), we set h(e&apos;e) h(y-l{e10)).
Since h is an automorphic function on dA, the solution of the Dirichlet

problem Hf is an automorphic harmonie function too. This implies that Hf is a

lift of a harmonie function on R whose boundary value on dR is hfoc. Noting that
the ratio of the harmonie measure da&gt;?0 on dR to that of dA is bounded and vice

versa, we hâve

r1 C2n - C C2n -—- \h\dO &lt; llAitcll, &lt;— |A|rf0,
27r Jo 2rr Jo

(3.12)

for some constant C&gt;0. Since Uy 6/7(7) =^ — A(F) and the linear measure of
A{F) is zéro, we hâve from (3.7a), (3.7b)

h(z) -(h on)

and

K\ \h\
JdR

k\ h,
JôR

(h °7i)|(z) -h(z)

for almost ail z e dA. Integrating both inequalities, we hâve

1*1.^11^11.+* [ \h\da&gt;fa, (3.13a)
JdR

and

\h\dœ*0. (3.13b)
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Since ||AJ||,, ||A*||i, and ||A*||i are comparable to each other and since

||A||, &lt;: \\h\\(lhR &lt; C\\h%, from (3.13a) and (3.13b) is follows that

11*1, ££&apos;11*11,, (3.14a)

and

||*1|,£*&apos;||*|i (3.14b)

for some constant K&apos; &gt;0. Thus, we hâve from (3.12)

On the other hand, we know that the Lx norm of hfoc and the Ll norms of the
maximal functions of AA (j 1,...,«) are équivalent to each other Lemma 3.1).
Hence, we conclude that the Ll norm of the maximal function of A and the sum of
the Ll norms of the maximal functions of hA are équivalent and we obtain the
desired inequality for maximal functions.

Since HB(A) is a dense subset of hl(A\ we hâve immediately the following from
the above lemma:

COROLLARY 3.1. Let R be an SOHB-end with the relative boundary dR. Then,

HB(R)9 the set of bounded harmonie functions on R is dense in h\K).

4. Proof of Theorem 1

Let / be an élément in hl(R)*. Each A g h\R) has a boundary function on dR.

We use the same letter A for it. Take a function hA which belongs to h\Aj) as in
Sec. 3. Then, we define a linear mapping L of hl(R) to a Banach space Il&quot;= hl(Aj)
by

Obviously, the mapping L is injective. And Lemma 3.2 implies L is bounded and
L~l is also bounded of L(hl(R)) onto h1^). Hence, l o L1 is an élément in

L(hl(R))*. Therefore, by the Hahn-Banach theorem, / ° L~l extends to an élément
in (II&quot;=1 A1^))*. Thus, from Proposition 2.1 we obtain a function
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Si — (#/,i&gt; • • » gi,n) m njL BMOH(Aj) which corresponds to / o L~l. In particular,
for every h g HB(R)

\L{h)) =t f (* °/T&quot;)^

where /* (^0) is the pull back of the measure dO, and fy is the conformai mapping
give in Sec. 3.

Since HB(R) is a dense subset of hl(R) (Corollary 3.1), we verify that a solution
of the Dirichlet problem HZ for gteLl(dR) induces /, where gt is a measurable

function on ôR with

if p E Cj u h &apos;&quot;&apos;n)&apos;

Therefore, in order to prove Theorem 1, we must show that Hgt g BMOH(R) if
gl g n;= BMOH(Aj). The function (f?(dO)/da)?0)(p) is continuous and it is equal
to an analytic function — iff(d\ogz))/(dœ?0 + i*dœ?0) on dR. Thus, from a

theorem by Stegenga [12] we see that Hg\v is a BMOH(C/,) function
(7 1,...,«), where Uj is the annular région defined at the beginning of Sec. 3.

Indeed, — iff(d\ogz))l(dœ?Q + i*do)?0) is a sufficiently smooth function on
dA. Hence, a mapping

deflnes a BMO multipler and it defînes a bounded mapping on BMOH(Uj). We can
take a constant Ko &gt; 0 which does not dépend on / so that

t\\ëi.j 0//1||*,^*o t \\gij*, (4.1)

where \\gltJ of~l ^^ is the BMO norm of

as a function on dA}.
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Therefore, Hplofj-i is BMOH in Ay On the other hand, Hft - Hptofj-i °/, is a

bounded harmonie fonction in £/,. Therefore, H^\v is a BMOH fonction in £/,.

By the same argument we can show that for every (gi, ...,£„) e

n;= BMOH(Aj), (Hf\Ul9...9Hf\Um) belongs to Iï;= x BM0H(Uj\ where g is a
measurable fonction on ÔR with g(/?) =gj(p) if/? e C, (j 1,.. n). Moreover,

LEMMA 4.1. The mapping

defines a bounded mapping of IÇ. BMOH(Aj) to n;« BMOH(Uj).

Proof. For simplicity, we assume that « 1, but the following proof also works
when n &gt; 1. Suppose that the above mapping is not bounded. Then, there exists a

séquence {gm}^)== i such that the BMO norms in ^ converge to zéro, but the BMO
norms of Hgm\Ux in Ux is one. Let lm (ehl{Ax)*) be linear functionals determined by
gm(m 1,2,...). Then, we hâve

Therefore, the L2 norms of {gm}^=i on dAx also converges to zéro. Hence,

{Hgm }^= converges to zéro uniformly on every compact subset of R. Indeed, for

every point p € R

and a fonction dœ£/fî(dO) is continuous on dR. Thus, \imm_¥O0\dR \gm\dco* =0
and we verify that H£m -&gt;0 uniformly on every compact subset of R as m -&gt; oo.

Therefore, Hfm — Hj^ofr\ °/i-&gt;&gt;0 uniformly on Ul as m-&gt;co and so do the

UM0 norms, because they vanish on dR. Hence, the BMO norms of {H£m\Ul

Hfm —Hpmofr\ +#|jtO/ri}™==i converge to zéro as m-&gt;oo and it is contradiction.

D

We hâve shown that the fonction gt induces le(hl(R))* and Hfê\v are in

BMOH(Uj) (j 1,...,«). To complète the proof of Theorem 1, we shall show in
Lemma 4.2 below that the mapping
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is a bounded mapping of n;=, BMOH(Uj) to BM0H{R). Then, from Lemma 4.1

we verify that the mapping g, i-&gt; H£ is bounded from II&quot;=1 BMOH(Aj) to
BMOH(R). On the other hand, from the construction of gt and from Proposition
2.1, we verify that there exists a constant c &gt;0 such that

7=1

Therefore, there exists a constant AT, &gt; 0 such that

On the other hand, gt e BM0H{R) induces an élément Te h\A)* whose opera-
tor norm on hx(A) is greater than that of / on hl(R) because hl(R) is regarded as a

subset of h1 (A). Hence, from Proposition 2.1,

for some constant K2 &gt; 0 and we obtain the desired inequality (1.1).
Conversely, an argument similar as in [13] shows that every BMOH function on

R induces an élément in h\R)* uniquely. And the statement of Theorem 1 is

proved.
Hence, we must show the following lemma which implies that BMO property is

a boundary property in SOHB ends.

LEMMA 4.2. Let h be a quasi-bounded harmonie function on an SOHBendR.
Suppose that h\Uf (j 1,...,«) belong to BMOH{Uj). Then, h is a BMOH function
on R. Furthermore, the mapping

defines a bounded mapping of Yl% BMOH(Uj) to BMOH(R).

Proof of Lemma 4.2. From Proposition 2.3,

Gvfji) &lt;oo (7= 1,. ..,«),

where

Gaj(h) sup L.H.M.Uf\h -h(p)\p) + L.H.M.uJhfa). (4.2)
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In order to show that h belongs to BMOH(R) and that the above mapping is

bounded, it suffices to prove that

GR{h) &lt;k£ GVj{h) (4.3)
j i

for some constant K &gt; 0 which does not dépend on h (Proposition 2.3).

Considering the absolute continuity of the harmonie measure on R to harmonie

measures on Uj (j 1,..., «), we confirm that

L.H.M.R\h\(z0) &lt; £ L.H.M.vfikz,)
j= i

is valid for some constant K &gt; 0.

We dénote by gR(z, w) (resp. g}{z, œ)) Green&apos;s function on R (resp. Uj) with
pôle at w. To estimate L.H.M.R\h — h(p)\(p). we take doubly connected subregions

Vj and V&apos;j of R (j 1,..., ri) satisfying the following conditions:

(1) One of their boundary curves is CJ9 and other boundary curves are analytic
Jordan curves in R which are homotopic to Cr

(2) V&apos;jVÔV&apos;jCiVjCzVjVdVjŒUj.

We will show that there exists a constant kx &gt; 0 such that

klgj(z9w)*gR(z9w)&gt;09 (4.4)

for ail (z,w)e V} x V&apos;r

To show (4.4), put sw(z) =kxgj(z, w) — gR(z, w) for some kx &gt; 1. The function
sw( is a superharmonic funtion and vanishes on Cr Hence, if sw &gt; 0 on dVj for
every w g Vj then sw&gt;0 in F, from the minimum principle. For zedVp
sw{z) sz(w) because of the symmetric property of Green&apos;s functions. When we
fîx a point z on dVJ9 it is easily seen that for sufficiently large kx &gt; 1, ^ &gt;0

on a compact subset Kj oî Vj. Since ^(w) is a continuous function for (z, w),

we verify that there exists a sufficiently large kx &gt; 1 such that sz(w) kxgj{w, z) —

Next, we take a point w e C;. In a neighborhood of w, Z gR + i*^ Z + *T
and WT gj + i*g, £/ + iV are local coordinates. The function U vanishes along C,

which is the 7-axis. Thus,

dU
0 onC,
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Therefore,

ôU

Thus, there exists a constant k &gt; 0 and a neighborhood A,(z) of C;, which may
dépend on z, such that gy(w, z) £/ &gt; kX /^(w, z) &gt;0 for every w e Af(z).
Considering the continuity of Green&apos;s functions for (z, w) again, we see that there
exists a neighborhood A3 of C7 such that

kgj(z,w)-gR(z, w)&gt;0

for (z, w) e ôVj x Aj. Since F,&apos; — y4, is a compact subset of Vr the above inequality
holds for every (z, w) e ôVj x (KJ — y47) because of the previous argument. Therefore,

sw(z) kxgj(z9 w) - gR(z9 w) &gt; 0

for (z, w) g ôVj x Vj and (4.4) holds. It is known that for p e Uj

L.HM.V \h - h(p)\(p) ± f |A(z) - h(p) | /-gj(z, p) &lt;b

Z7t Jeu, onz

and

m jd
4- 8r{z, P) ds,

dR onz

where s(z) is the length function and nz is the inner normal vector &amp;t z e ôRn&gt;dUr

Hence,

sup L.H.M.Vj \h - h(p)\(p) &gt; \ sup L.HM.R \h - h(p)\(p).

From the maximum principle, we hâve for p e R — \J&quot;= V]

L.H.M.R\h -h(p)\(p) 5 L.H.M.R\h\{p) + \h(p)\

^2 sup L.H.M.M.
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Harnack&apos;s principle gives inequalities

sup L.H.M.R \h\ £ cL.H.M.v |*|(z,)
Vï=\dvJ J

for some constant c &gt; 0. We complète the proof of the lemma.

The construction of gt implies that gt induces / g hl(R)* for every function in
HB(R). Since HB(R) is dense in hl(R) (Corollary 3.1), we conclude that the

boundary function g, of a BMOH function Hft induces / g hl(R)*.

REMARK. As mentioned in the introduction, the relation (Hl(R))* —

BMOA(R) does not hold on ail Riemann surfaces in SOHB. In fact, there is a

counter example which is given by Heins [8]. His interesting example means that the
idéal boundary of harmonie measure zéro is not negligible for certain kinds of
(quasi-bounded) analytic functions.

S. Conditional expectation and BMO

Let R be a Riemann surface which does not belong to the class OG, namely the
Riemann surface R has a Green&apos;s function. The Riemann surface R has non-constant

positive superharmonic functions. So, the universal covering surface of R is

(conformally équivalent to) and unit disk A. Therefore, R is represented by a

Fuchsian group F as A/F. Hère, we consider a Borel a-field I(F) for F. A Borel
subset U czdA belongs to I(F) if for each y, \UQy(U)\ 0, where | • | means the

Lebesgue measure on dA and A © B is the symmetric différence of the sets A and
B. We dénote by LP(F) (1 ^ p &lt;&gt; oo) the set of ail I(F) measurable functions which
are in Lp(ôA), the Lp space with respect to the Lebesgue measure on dA.

DEFINITION 5.1. For each measurable function / in Lp(dA)9 there exists a

unique function Er[f] e LP(F) so that

Ju Ju
Er[f]dd

for ail U g E(F). We call Er[f] the conditional expectation off.
The existence of Er[f] is guaranteed by the measure theory (see Fisher [3] for

détails). It is easily seen that Er[f] is T-automorphic, that is,

for ail y g r and for almost ail e10 g dA.
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Now, we consider to characterize the dual space of h\R) in terms of the
conditional expectation Er. Take any élément lshl(R)*. Considering the lifts of
functions in hl(R), we see that hl(R) is regarded as a subspace of h\A) Re H\A).
Hence, by Hahn-Banach theorem, / is extended to an élément /* of (Re Hl(A))* and
it is given by a 2?AfO-function &lt;p on dâ. Take any function h e L^idA). Then we hâve

Jdz
l*(h) hç d6.

JdA

If h is r-automorphic, namely it is a lift of some HB(R) function, then

/(*) /*(A) =| hep dB
JdA

f Er[hcp\de= f hEr[cp]de.
JdA JdA

The last equality is due to a property of the conditional expectation. Thus, / is

induced by Er[q&gt;]. Conversely, it is also seen that Er[cp] (cp e BMO) induces an
élément in hl(R)*, and we hâve established the following.

PROPOSITION 5.1. Let Rbe a Riemann surface represenîed by AIT. If HB(R)
is a dense subspace of h\R\ then hl(R)* Er[BMOH(A)].

The conditional expectation gives automorphic functions, like the Poincaré

operator. From the elementary view of the measure theory, we verify that Er is a

bounded mapping from Lp(dA) onto LP(T) (1 ^p ^ oo). From Theorem 1 and

Proposition 5.1, the similar results holds for BMO when the Riemann surface is an

SOHB end.

COROLLARY 5.1. Let R=A/T be an SOHB end. Then, the conditional expectation

Er is bounded linear mapping of BMOH(A) onto BMOH(R) © %.

Proof From Corollary 3.1, the hypothesis of Proposition 5.1 is satisfied. Hence,

Er[BMOH(A)] =(hl(R))*. Thus, Theorem 1 implies that for each q&gt; e BMO(dA)
there exists a function fv e BMOH(R) such that

f hEr[q&gt;]d0= f h{f
JdA JdA

holds for every h e h\R) o n L2(F). Therefore, Er[q&gt;] =f(p o n (eBMO(dA)) al-

most everywhere in ôA.
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REMARK. Earle-Marden [2] gives an explicit form of Er on LP(R) (p &gt; 1)

for a compact bordered Riemann surface R in terms of the Poincaré séries for F.
But, to the best knowledge of the author, no explicit form of Er on Lp(dR) is

known for a gênerai Riemann surface.
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